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Creating a space for Dialogue

Facilitation

Problem identification
and analysis

Collaborative Methods 
Development

StrengThs CHALLENGES

On the ground investigation

Synthesis and analysis

Production and presentation 
to the community
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planning. 
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Youth Action Research
in Red Hook Brooklyn

For nine months students from Participatory Community Engagement class, a course designed by Erica 
Kohl-Arenas, worked with YAB, led by an Americorp volunteer, to help explore issues of gang involvement 
and high school dropout rates in the Red Hook Community.  

Students helped to develop and implement an action research project to explore issues they are concerned 
about.  YAB and the Grad Students used a participatory documentary style research method, in which they 
conducted interviews with peers and members of the Justice Center. 
They then analyzed the interviews to present solutions to the community and the Justice Center.

TOOLS

ICE BREAKERS

GROUP ACTIVITY

Writing PROMPTS

STORY BOARDS

film

interviews

photo

· Developing a safe space for a community 
to express their concerns and interests
· Listening
· Finding Common Themes and exploring 
those themes

· Conducted interviews with peers and staff of 
Justice Center.
· Used both video and tape recorded interviews.
· Took photographs of the neighborhood to show 
what dropout rates and gang violence looks like
· Wrote individual narratives based on their own
lived experiences

· YAB reviewed interviews to find the common 
concerns amongst their peers
· YAB concluded that thier peers were more were 
more knowledgeable about the subject matter 
than authorities.

· Students led 2hr per week facilitation with 
Youth Advisory Board.
· Facilitation was used to guide YAB with their 
research.
· Tools used included 
ICE BREAKERS
GROUP ACTIVITY
LETTER PROMPTS
STORY BOARDS

· YAB conducted surveys to identify the con-
cerns of their peers.
· The YAB delved into problem analysis and 
critical thinking on the issues that emerged.
· The Most common Themes identified for 
future research were High School dropout rates 
and Gang Violence.

· Identifying Groups Resources, Strengths, and In-
terests
· Out of this YAB decided that the most 
effective way to present their research would be a 
participatory documentary style research method
· New School student Facilitation was then 
focused on question development  and 
methods planning to best explore their research 
question.

· New School students and YAB created a short docu-
mentary with interviews and recommendations
· YAB presented their findings and film to a group of 
their peers and Justice center staff
· This was set up as a town hall style presentation in 
which peers could ask questions and give input

· Staff of the Red Hook Community Justice Center 
and New School faculty are now digesting the lessons 
learned from this first time collaboration and evaluating 
future possibilities both in terms of implementing findings 
and building upon the partnership.

· The youth were empowered through their own findings about school and 
gang invovlement.
· The Justice center was made aware that gangs were an issue that young 
people felt strongly about in their community.
· The Justice Center was made aware that you cannot address the prob-
lems youth experience unless you work on building relationships with and 
addressing issues the emerge in the public schools.
· Developed strong personal relationship.
· Experienced interactive group work.
· Learned and shared experiences with communities that may be different 
from your own.

· No guarantees as to how seriously the Justice Center will take into ac-
count the youth findings. Will they implement any changes? We do not yet 
know.
· Trying to decide the balance between facilitation and an organic process.
· The underlying fact that not all the players were in the same space of criti-
cal analysis.
· Clarifying role definition.
· Commitment of youth outside of weekly stipended participation.
· Figuring out how to work between staff, students, and faculty.
· Applying idealistic curriclum learned in class to a constrained organiza-
tional setting.


